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British Columbia 
Vancouver is one of the most connected 
cities in the world, and this city’s tech hub 
is also home to major software developers 
like Microsoft, innovative social media 
companies such as Hootsuite and notable 
IoT start-ups like Mojio, which has created 
an app and a device that allow motorists 
to monitor their driving costs, improve gas 
mileage and automate trip expensing

Alberta 
Calgary and Edmonton are the closest 
major cities to Canada’s oil fields, and 
are home to innovators like the start-up 
Ambyint, which develops IIoT solutions for 
oil production operations. 

Ontario 
Toronto is widely regarded as Canada’s 
primary tech hub, in addition to the city’s 
role as Canada’s financial capital. Its rich 
technology ecosystem includes numerous 
companies engaged in sectors ranging from 
financial technologies to cloud computing, 
gaming and IoT.12

Waterloo, Canada’s leading IoT cluster, is 
home to companies like Miovision, which 
is developing innovations in traffic light 
systems; Terepac, a maker of sailboat 
sensors; and Intelligent Mechatronics 
Systems, engaged in sensor-based road 
charging solutions.13 

 

12 City of Toronto. Canada’s High Tech Hub.
13 CBC, Why Waterloo, Ont., is set to dominate the Internet of Things market.
14 Ibid.
15 Built In Montreal. Start-up Lists.
16 McRock Capital. Alberta Enterprise and Kensington Invest in McRock.

17 BetaKit. Eigen Innovations raises $1.4 million in funding as CTO takes over CEO role.
18  Mnubo. Press Release: mnubo raises $6M led by White Star Capital & McRock Capital.
19  Semios. Press Release: Semios raises $8M in private equity financing.

Companies in the Kitchener-Waterloo 
area include blueRover—known for smart 
restaurants and connected hockey arenas; 
Aterica, which manufactures an internet-
connected EpiPen, and QNX, which was 
purchased by BlackBerry in 2010 and 
has developed an IoT platform targeting 
connected cars and medical devices.14

Quebec 
Montréal is home to a number of start-
ups such as Hexoskin, the manufacturer 
of biometric clothing; Mnubo, which helps 
companies with advanced real-time analytics 
and strategic insights in the IoT sector; 
and Hykso, which manufactures biometric 
clothing specifically tailored to boxing.15

RECENT IoT INVESTMENTS IN CANADA

• In 2015, Alberta Enterprise Corporation invested  
$10 million as a limited partner in the McRock iNFund, a 
Canadian venture capital fund that is primarily focussed on 
investing in the IIoT market.16

• In 2016, Eigen Innovations, a Fredericton-based IoT startup 
which provides vision systems, sensors and software that 
detect, learn and correct defects in areas like raw material 
waste and inefficient energy use, closed a $1.4 million in equity 
financing.17

• In 2015, Montréal-based Mnubo, the data analytics company 
whose platforms are specifically designed for IoT, said that it 
had raised $6 million in a Series A investment led by White 
Star Capital with participation from McRock Capital.18

• In 2016, Vancouver-based Semios, a provider of real-time 
agricultural information and precision pest management tools, 
announced it has closed an $8 million financing. The Semios 
IoT solution provides real-time insights into risks associated 
with weather, pests, disease, frost and irrigation.19
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